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Vatican City -- Pope preparing key Vatican reshuffle [1]Bertone on the way out? Watch NCR today for
details.
NCR Editorial: Military intervention in Syria won't solve anything [2]
Syria: World powers divided on Syria intervention [3] -- Launching a military strike against Syria is not a
simple matter to finalize as Western states adopt dissimilar positions on the issue.
United Kingdom: Why Prime Minister Cameron lost the vote on Syria -- Syria intervention: Anatomy of a
defeat [4]
Naples, Fla. -- Five months after its original case was dismissed, Ave Maria University has filed suit again
against the Affordable Care Act. [5]
Thiruvananthapuram, India -- Catholic bishops of Kerala endorse food subsidies in gov't anti-poverty
program [6]
The summer of immigration groundwork: working toward passing a new law [7]
Archdiocese of Dubuque resolves sexual abuse cases with $5.2 million settlement [8]
Diocese of Winona Named as Defendant in Sex Abuse Lawsuit [9]
Commentary: A Liberal Catholic and Staying Put Why I won't heed calls from the left and right to leave
the church [10], by Paul Moses
Chicago -- On her 100th birthday, Chicago nun still wants to become a Catholic priest [11]
San Diego, Calif. -- Catholic high school uses ground-breaking technology in new football helmets [12]

[13]Looking for an a little inspiration to begin
your day? NCR's sister publication, Celebration, gives you two options, both based on the Scripture readings
of the day:
Pencil Preaching [13] is blog that Celebration editor Pat Marrin combines scripture and sketching to reflect
on the word.
Daily Bread [14] is a series short reflections, written by four authors who meet regularly to share the
readings. Daily Bread is intended to help daily preachers and others who pray from the assigned scriptures
each day to orient themselves to the Living Word addressed to the church in the world. It's a great way to
begin the day.
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